MRC Global Launches a Comprehensive Digital Supply Chain Solution for Oil & Gas Pipe, Valve &
Fitting Purchases
July 22, 2019
HOUSTON, July 22, 2019 /PRNewswire/ -- This month, MRC Global Inc. (NYSE: MRC) introduced MRCGO™, an end-to-end digital supply chain
solution for pipe, valve and fitting (PVF) purchases. MRCGO, or MRC Global Online, allows customers to search, shop, track, expedite and connect
with live support— all from a single platform.
"We often tell our customers that we can simplify their supply chain by giving them a single source for all of their PVF needs," Andrew R. Lane, MRC
Global President & CEO, said. "MRCGO is the digital extension of that promise. It delivers an e-commerce connection that makes B2B transactions
easy and efficient. As the leader in our industry, it is fitting that we would lead the industry-wide digital transformation and develop an e-commerce
solution of this caliber. Today, we have an $800 million e-commerce revenue base that we expect to grow over the next several years."
MRCGO can:

Reduce operating costs for customers
Simplify the procurement process
Support contract compliance
Provide analysis tools for enhanced customer tracking and expediting of orders
Assist in strategic purchase planning through customer dashboard
"Part of MRC Global's success has been the result of our ability to adapt to and anticipate the changing demands of our customers," Robert Stein,
MRC Global Senior VP – Business Development, said. "After nearly 100 years, we understand what our customers need and where they want to be in
the future. The digital transformation is the future for our industry, and we are proud to lead the way."
MRCGO integrates with numerous third-party marketplaces and ERP systems. MRC Global will be adding current contract customers to the new
platform throughout 2019, with future phases planned for 2020.
About MRC Global Inc.
MRC Global is the largest distributor of pipe, valves and fittings (PVF) and related infrastructure products and services to the energy industry, based on
sales. Through approximately 300 service locations worldwide, over 3,500 employees and with nearly 100 years of history, MRC Global provides
innovative supply chain solutions and technical product expertise to customers globally across diversified end-markets including the upstream,
midstream (including gas utilities) and downstream (including industrials). MRC Global manages a complex network of over 200,000 SKUs and 11,000
suppliers simplifying the supply chain for more than 15,000 customers. With a focus on technical products, value-added services, a global network of
valve and engineering centers and an unmatched quality assurance program, MRC Global is the trusted PVF expert. Find out more at
www.mrcglobal.com.
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